| Term Instructors  
| or Term Assistant Professors of Statistics |

The Department of Statistics, George Mason University (www.statistics.gmu.edu), offers a unique opportunity to professional educators with one or more term instructor or term assistant professor positions. Qualified applicants for Term Assistant Professor will hold a doctorate in Statistics or Biostatistics. In some cases a doctorate in Mathematics Education or Statistics Education (or closely related fields) with a strong background in Statistics will be considered at the Term Instructor level. Applicants should possess experience and enthusiasm for teaching statistics at the undergraduate level and have experience in using technology in the classroom, including statistical software packages. The department is currently proposing a new undergraduate degree in Statistics and is involved in STEM activities.

Term faculty have a four course teaching load per semester and the opportunity to teach in the summer for additional salary. The position is not tenure-track but accrues full university benefits with an opportunity to promotion in rank.

For full consideration, applicants must apply online at the link https://jobs.gmu.edu/postings/search and enter position number F9969Z; complete and submit the online faculty application; and upload a cover letter, CV, teaching statement, transcript, and the names and contact information for three references. The review of applications will begin January 4, 2015, and continue until the position is filled.

George Mason University is an equal opportunity employer encouraging diversity.